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Communicated by the Editors 
Let X,, . . . . X, be i.i.d. S-valued random variables and let g be a real-valued 
function on S. We give an explicit representation of the conditional distribution of 
the empirical point process based on Xi, . . . . X, given the (k + 1)th smallest order 
statistic of the r.v.‘s g(X,), . . . . g(X,). The extension to conditioning on several of the 
order statistics of g(X,), . . . . g(X,,) is indicated. The result for point processes enables 
us to deduce the conditional distribution of the k smallest g-order statistics taken 
in the order of their magnitude as well as in the order of their outcome. The latter 
r.v.‘s are conditionally independent. 0 1992 Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be an S-valued r.v. and let X,, . . . . X, be independent replicas of X 
Moreover, let g: S + II3 be a measurable function such that g(X) has a 
continuous d.f. Putting 
XG,Y if g(x) d g(y) 
for x, YES one defines the g-ordering on S. The g-order statistics Xi,, 
corresponding to X,, . . . . A’,, have the property 
x,:, 6, ... Gg x,:, 
(see, e.g., Reiss [ 10, Section 2.11). If S = [w and g is the identity, this 
definition leads to the usual notion of order statistics on the real line. 
Rearranging the k smallest g-order statistics X, :n, ..,, A’,:, in the original 
order of their outcome one obtains the T.v.3 Zl,n, . . . . Z,,,. Denote by 
g,:,(X) G . . . G g,:,(X) 
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the order statistics of g(X,), . . . . g(X,,) on the real line. It is clear that 
gk:nW) =gWk:,). 
We will study the conditional distributions 
and 
fY(X, :n, ..., Xk:n)E .lgk+l:nW)=~), (1) 
P((Z l.n> .‘.) Zk,n)E ‘1 gk+I:n(X)=rh (2) 
P(N, E .I gk + 1 x(x) = r), (3) 
where N, is the empirical process Cr=, sX, with E, denoting the Dirac 
measure at the point x; that is s,(B) = l*(x) for BE g. 
Our result may be regarded as a multivariate extension of a well-known 
result for univariate order statistics and exceedances (see Reiss [lo, 
Theorem 1.8.1 and Corollary 1.8.4 for a rigorous proof). Such extensions 
have frequently been applied in the statistical literature. We mention 
applications in nonparametric density estimation (Moore and Yackel [9] 
and Hall [6]) with g(x) = 11x-x,,ll, where )I . II denotes the Euclidean dis- 
tance, in non-parametric regression analysis (Mack [7], Devroye [4], and 
Falk and Reiss [S]) with g(x, y)= IIx-xO(I, and an application in the 
context of trimmed means (Maller [S] ). The existing proofs are very short 
and it seems to be difficult to remove their heuristic character (at least, in 
the general framework). One may add that the results in the literature are 
restricted to the Euclidean space, whereas the present one holds if the r.v.‘s 
Xi are measurable with respect to a Bore1 a-field g on a Polish space S. 
In Section 2, explicit representations of the conditional distributions (1) 
and (2) will be deduced from that in (3). Our basic result, namely a 
representation of (3) as the distribution of a sum of three independent 
point processes, will be given in Section 3. Using point processes we avoid 
technical difficulties that come up in the context of ordering. 
2. CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF ORDERED R.V.‘s 
In the sequel, we assume that g is the Borel-o-field of a Polish space S 
and that g(X) has a continuous d.f. Hence, in our context, conditional 
distributions will always exist. It is understood that we deal with certain 
specific versions of the conditional distributions or the corresponding 
factorizations. 
Our first theorem concerns the k smallest g-order statistics X,:, <g 
. . . Gg X,:, and the r.v.‘s Z,,n, . . . . Z,,,. Note that 
(Z 1.~9 ...v zk,n) = (Xic~,, ...Y Xi(k)) (4) 
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whenever 1 < i( 1) < . .. < i(k) < n and max(g(Xio,), . . . . g(X&) < 
gk+l:n(X). This defines (Zl.n, . . . . Z,,) with probability one because g(X) 
has a continuous d.f. 
THEOREM 1. Assume g(X) has u continuous d.jI and that 
P{g(X)<r} >o. 
Denote by Y;:k<g ... Gg Ykz, the g-order statistics of k i.i.d. random 
variables Y;, . . . . YL with common distribution P(XE .I g(X) < r). Then, for 
k = 1, . . . . n - 1, 
and 
P((X,:,, . . . . XkJE -1 gk+l:n(X)=r)= =Y(r;:,, . . . . Y;:,) (5) 
P((Z I.n? . . . . zk,n)E ‘1 gk+ l:,dX)=r)=~Sp(y;T . . . . Y;). (6) 
ProoJ: From Corollary 1 in Section 3 we obtain 
P(Nk,nE .I gk+l:n (7) 
where 
Nk,n = i &xi:,. 
i= 1 
(8) 
Denote by x1 :n <g . . . Gg x,:, the g-ordered values of x1, . . . . x, E S whenever 
g(x,) # g(xj), i #j. Let T,,: S” + S” be a measurable map such that 
TAX,, . . . . X”) = (x1x, . . . . x,:,) 
whenever g(x,) # g(xj), i +j. We may write 
(J-1 :?I, ..*> X,:,) = Tn(X,, . . . . X,,). 
Check that T,, defined by 
:= T,(x,, . . . . x,) 
is a measurable map on the space of point measures having exactly n 
points. Obviously, 
&,(Nk,,)= (X,x, . . . . xk:,) 
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and, hence, 
P((X,:?v ..., XkJE .Igk+l:n(X)=r) 
=P(Nk,,E~,-‘(.)Igk+,:,(X)=r) 
=z (‘@+‘r’)) 
= Lq r;:,, . ..) Y;:“). 
The proof of (5) is complete. 
Denote by 9, the group of permutations z on { 1, . . . . k}. In a routine way 
we may prove that 
Yk)EAt(Y;:k, . . . . y;:,)) = $ 1 lA( Y:(,):k, ***? ‘:(k,:k) 
. rsq 
and R, and (Xlzn, . . . . X,,,) are independent, where R, denotes the rank 
statistic pertaining to g(X,), . . . . g(X,). Hence, (6) may be verified by using 
the same arguments as in the proof of Corollary 1.8.4 in Reiss [lo]. [ 
We will briefly discuss two applications of Theorem 1. The first concerns 
nonparametric regression-that is, estimation of functionals of the 
conditional d.f.-based on the k nearest neighbors of a fixed point x0 (as 
already indicated in the introduction). Given i.i.d. bivariate random vectors 
Zi= (Xi, Y,), i= 1, . . . . n, denote by Zi:, the g-order statistics where 
g(x, y) = [Ix -x,J. It is proved in [5] that the Y-values pertaining to 
zi:,<ga” 6gzk;” may approximately be treated like i.i.d. random 
variables with common d.f. being equal to the conditional d.f. of Y, given 
X, =x,,. The decisive step towards that result is accomplished by applying 
Theorem 1. 
Another example for g-ordering is provided by “concomitants of order 
statistics” that are also termed “induced order statistics” (see e.g. [2, 1, 31). 
If g is the projection into the first component and, hence, bivariate random 
vectors (Xi, Y,), . . . . (X,, Y,) are ordered according to the magnitude of the 
first component we obtain 
where YCirn3 is the ith concomitant. Theorem 1 implies that, conditioned on 
x k + , :n = r, the concomitants ( Y,, :n,, . . . . Y,,:,,) are distributed like 
concomitants ( Y;, :k,, . . . . Y’rk:k,) of i.i.d. random vectors (Xi, Y;), . . . . 
(XL, YL) with common distribution P((X,, Y,) E .I X, < r). 
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3. CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF POINT PROCESSES 
It is shown that the conditional distribution of N, = Cy= i sXi given the 
order statistic g, + i,,(X) = r is equal to the distribution of the sum of three 
independent empirical processes having mass only on g- ‘( ( - co, r] ), 
g-‘( {r}) and, respectively, g-‘( [r, co)). 
THEOREM 2. If g(X) has a continuous d.f then, for k = 1, . . . . n - 1, 
WnE .Igk+l:n (X) = r) = 9(NL), (9) 
where NL = Cj’= 1 E y: is a point process based on the independent r.v.‘s 
Y;) . ..) Yz that are distributed as 
WE *I g(X) < r) l<i<k,P{g(X)<r}>O, 
L?(y) = P(XE .Ig(X) > r) zf k+2<i<n,P{g(X)>r}>O, (10) 
P(XE .Ig(X) = r) otherwise. 
According to Theorem 2, 
p(N,z~ .Igk+l:n (X)=r)=y N;+eYkr+,+ 
( 
i Ed; , 
i=k+2 ) 
where N; is the empirical process Cf=, sy: with Yi, i= 1, . . . . k, given 
in (10). 
We also formulate an extension of Theorem 2, where the empirical point 
process N,, is conditioned on two or more order statistics. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that g(X) has a continuous df For 16 m <n and 
l<k,< ... <k,<k,+,=n+l we have 
f’(N, E .1&,:,,(X) = rl, --a, gkmzn(X) = r,) = LZ’(N; ““m), 
where Nz -.rm = x1= 1 E~:,..,~ and Yy -.rm, i = 1, . . . . n, are independent and 
distributed as follows: 
p(Xe .IdJf) < rl) l<i<k,,P{g(X)<r,}>O, 
PWE ~IgW)= rl) 1 <i<k,, P{g(X)<r,)=O, 
P(XE .Id-VE (rj9 rj+l)) tf kj<i<kj+,, P{g(-OE(rj3rj+,)>>O3 
P(Xe .Ig(X) = rj) kj<i<kj+I, P{dWE(rj9rj+1))=09 
P(Xe .Ig(X) = rj) i= kj, 
where r,,, + , := 00 by convention. 
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The proof of Theorem 3 runs the same way as that of Theorem 2, yet due 
to the technical nature of the problem, the representation would be more 
complicated. The point process 
Nk,n= i Ex, n 
i= 1 
may be represented by the empirical process N, truncated outside of 
Dkk, 1:n (X)), where D(r) = (x: g(x) < r); that is, 
Nk,n = NJ. n Dk, + 1 x(X))). 
The conditional distribution of N k,n given g, + , JX) = r will be deduced 
from Theorem 2. Note that for r.v.‘s Z, Y and a measurable map f the 
conditional distribution of f(Z, Y) given Z = z is given by 
s l(.,(f(Z,Y))P(YEdY I Z=z). (11) 
COROLLARY 1. We have 
p(Nk,n~ +lgk+l:n (X) = r) = 2’( N;), 
where N; is the point process in Theorem 2. 
Proof, Theorem 2 and formula (11) will be applied to Z = gk + , ,,(X), 
Y= N,, and 
f(r, P) = PL(. n D(r)) 
for r E R and point measures p. Note that 
f(Z V= N/c,,. 
Therefore, for every measurable set M of point measures, 
PWk,, E M 1 gk+ 1:n(x) = r) 
= lM(~(.nD(r)))P(N,Ed~Igk+,:,(X)=r) 
I 
= l,(~)y 
s cc 
N;++,+,+ c E i=:+, y> (. nW)))(&) 
= Y(N;)(M). 
The proof is complete. 1 
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In the sequel we use the abbreviations 
&o-) := kW,)9 ...T g(XrJ) 
and 
g:,(X) := (8, :,(n . ..Y g(~n:n)). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Define by IJX) = I;= I E,,, x E s”, a map from 5’” 
onto the set of point measures on S having n points. Moreover, r,Q is the 
probability measure induced by I, and Q; that is r,Q = Q(l;‘( .)). Put 
u = (241) . ..) u,) E R”. 
The assertion (9) of the theorem will be deduced from the following three 
auxiliary results: 
PW” E . I g:,m = u) = PW, E -1 g,W) = u), (12) 
P(N,E ‘[gn(X)=u)=l,,SI P(XiE *Ig(Xi)=Ui) (13) 
for =Y( g:,(X)ka.a. u E W, and 
I( 1” ii P(X,E -Ig(xi)=ui) ) Lqg,,(Y))(d#)=Lz(N;) (14) i= I 
for LZ(g,+,:.(X))-a.a. r E Ft. 
To prove (9) we also apply Theorem 1.8.1 in Reiss [lo], where it is 
shown that 
For BE B, with rrk(a) = uk, u E 08”, denoting the kth projection, we obtain 
from (12)-( 15), 
s P(NrIE dgk+l:n (W =r)=Wk+ I :,(-U)(dr) I3 
= z(Nm gk+ l:,(x))(. XB) 
= 
I 
P(N”E fig:, = u) =wg:,W)(~u) 
q’(B) 
(12) = s pwn E .IgnW) = u) ~(g:n(X))(du) “a ‘cm 
In i p(xi E .I Axi) = ui) T(g:n(x))(du) 
i=l 
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= NC B Iti ,& p(xi E ‘I Axi) = ui) > 
P(g:,(W E m&c+ l:,(X) = f-1 
> 
~(g/c+ ,:,(WW) 
(15) 
= 
jut 
1, i P(X,E .Ig(xi)=ui) 
B 
i=l ) 
~k:,(~))(~~) 
> 
-%%+ ,:PM))(~r) 
(2 s -wxJ(.) -mk+l:n(W)(~r). B 
This yields the desired assertion (9), namely, that 
fw,E .Igk+l:n (X) = r) = 9(N;) 
for g(gk+iXn(X))--a.a. rfs R. 
It remains to verify (12)-(14). Let Y;: again denote the group of per- 
mutations. We will also write z(u) = (zQ,), . . . . u,(,J for ,UE R”. To prove 
(12) note that for every r E z we obtain P(N,E .Ig,(X) = U) = 
P(N,, E .Ig,(X) = z(u)) for P’(g,(X)ka.a. UE R” and, as well, for 
Z(g:,(X))--a.a. u E R”, since the latter measure is dominated by JZ(g,(X)). 
Because 
Pk”(W~ MW=4=$ c G(u) 
. KEY” 
the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation yields 
P(Nn E . I g:,(W = u) 
= P(N,E .Ig,(~)=~)~(g,(~)~~~Ig:,(~)=~) s 
=;1?rJ-9P(N,t .Ig,(J3=eu)) 
n 
=P(hJ,E .Ig,(X)=u) 
for T(g,,(X))---a.a. UE R”. The proof of (12) is complete. 
Next, using standard arguments and the independence of (Xi, g(X,)), 
. . . . (X,, g(X,)), it is easily seen that 
P(N,E .I&@-)= u)= bY((X,, ..., X,)E .I&dW= u) 
=ln,i, P(X,E .jg(X,)=z+) 
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Z(g:,(X)Fa.s., and (13) is verified. The last equation is a slight 
generalization of Lemma 1 in Bhattacharya [l]. 
Finally, we verify (14). Note that 9(r) is a Markov kernel and thus 
also 2?(Nl) = r,Z( Y;, . . . . YL) and 9( g,,( Y’)). We may write for 
=%h+ l:.(Wl---a.a. r E R 
P(X,E .Ig(X,)=u)=P(YjE .lg(Yj)=u) for 9(g( c))---a.a. UE R” 
and, by using the same arguments as above, we deduce for 
=wg k+ I ,,(X))-a.a. r E R and for A?(g,,( Yr)ta.a. u E R”, 
i P(X,E .lg(x,)=ui)=iilP(Y;c .lg(Y;)=uJ 
i=l 
= P( ( r; , . ..) Yn)E .Ig,(Yr)=u). 
Since 9(g,( Yr)) dominates dR(g:,( Y)) we also obtain 
J( zn $ p(xi E ‘I !Zfxi) = ui) ) y(g:n( r))(du) 
= 
s 
(zJJ(( r;, . ..) Yl) E .I&( y') = u)) =%:?I( n)(du) 
= s P(K E .Ign(U = u)=wg:rz( V)(du) 
= s P(K E *Ig:,( v = u) -m:,( n)(du) 
= 9( N;) 
for 2(g,+ ,:.(X))--a.a. TE 0% The proof is complete. 1 
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